B. Arch.
(SEM. II) EXAMINATION, 2006-07
ARTS & GRAPHIC

Time : 3 Hours] [Total Marks : 50

Note : Attempt any three questions of which, Question No. 1 is compulsory.

1. Draw interior of a kitchen in a residence in any medium with full light & shades. 30

OR

1. Draw a Lady labourer carrying number of bricks on her head. Finish it in pencil with light and shade.

2. Vangouge was an artist. Write about his one or two paintings with their name. Also write whether his works reflected impressionisms, expressionism, realism or cubism work style. 10

3. Write down short notes on:
   (a) Tone of colour
   (b) Texture
   10

4. What do you understand by renaissance period and contribution of Leonardo da Vinci. 10
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